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ABSTRACT
A new trend in exercise is exercising in an environment with an infrared energy source. A hypothesis involving 

mitochondria receptors, anti-inflammation, and heat generation is proposed based on data reported by 20 individuals in 

such an environment. A case study was conducted to examine the hypothesis and the application of clinical 

aromatherapy to improve the outcome. 
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INTRODUCTION
A person’s cholesterol level affects his health. Increased level of 
cholesterol increases the risk of cardiovascular diseases [1]. 
Research shows that exposure to infrared energy can reduce a 
person’s cholesterol level [2]. In conjunction with the study on 
the effects of infrared energy on cholesterol, this paper discusses 
the benefits of applying clinical aromatherapy in an infrared 
exercise environment for individuals who are healthy, who are 
experiencing hypertension and who are experiencing 
fibromyalgia.

CASE PRESENTATION
The author separates the commercial uses and clinical uses of 
this emerging exercise regimen. Many patients seek infrared 
technology due to its immunity boosting and regeneration 
properties [3]. Also, infrared technology can deliver benefits such 
as anti inflammation, weight loss, skin rejuvenation, mental 
clarity, and boosting of energy. Is one of the listed benefits 
precede all others? If one adopts the oxidative stress theory, then 
anti inflammation and anti-oxidant should be the key factors [4]. 
Free radicals cause inflammation and aging. It is a common 
belief in medical society that reducing free radicals improves the 
ability of an individual’s body to recover from an ailing state. 
This article attempts to examine the operation of infrared energy 
in more detail. More specifically, this article attempts to describe 
how  cell  mitochondria  fights   inflammation   in   the   body 

(inflammatory response) by recharging hot/cold receptors with 
infrared energy. This article will discuss (a) the theoretical 
sensitivity of recharging mitochondria with respect to the changes 
in heat generation, (b) body anti-inflammation, and (c) the 
benefit of applying clinical aromatherapy. Real cases will be 
added to illustrate the theory.

Definition

Infrared (IR) in this article is defined as electromagnetic 
radiation that have wavelengths between 780 nm to 1000 μm [5].

Hypothesis

The infrared energy is distributed into 3 areas: recharging (in 
mitochondria), anti-inflammatory response and heat generation 
[6,7]. The heat in the body can be divided into internal and 
external heat. When a human body is exposed to infrared energy, 
the heat generated is mainly internal with external heat as 
peripheral. As individuals have more expose to infrared energy, 
they become more tolerant to cold environments. Also, when an 
individual is exposed to infrared energy more often, the time for 
the heat in that individual’s body to dissipate also increases. The 
build-up of heat may cause an individual to experience mild 
fever. Some individuals attempted more frequent exposure to 
infrared light can boost body immunity and reported less 
inflammation, headache, or pain. As for recharging, it is targeting
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Figure 2, shows the stages of the study. Preconditioning is prior
to exercise. The application of aromatherapy is done through
the spray of rose water on neck or upper back or the application
of peppermint cream on knee cap. Those treatments reduce
body heat and increase the anti-inflammation of individuals
with hypertension. In the process is during exercise. A method
of reducing body heat during this stage is using Gua Sha
scrapper on legs and shoulders. Post conditioning is after the
exercise. An application of aromatherapy is spraying rose water
on neck or upper back just like how it was done during
preconditioning.

The author suggests drinking water or energy drinks after 
exercise to replenish the fluids lost due to sweating.

The build-up of heat in a person’s body can increase the 
metabolism of the body. For some ailments, the heat must be 
dissipated through sweating to avoid any damage or adverse 
effect in the body. Infrared light produces more anti-
inflammatory response for a given amount of body heat 
compared to conventional heating.

While increased body heat and mild sweating is good for detox 
and expulsion of excessive salt in the body, the body of an 
individual with high blood pressure is more inflamed 
(manifested in redness of skin) with heat buildup. During the 
summer, water aerobics allows an individual to exercise with less 
heat buildup. This is due to the fact that water helps cool the 
body. During the winter, an infrared sauna also allows an 
individual to exercise with less heat buildup. This is due to the 
fact that the body absorbs infrared energy for purposes other 
than generating heat.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the application of clinical aromatherapy, the 
author applied the techniques mentioned earlier to an individual 
with high blood pressure. This individual practiced yoga in an 
infrared sauna. This individual experienced pain and lack of 
energy afterwards. This individual also had fibromyalgia.
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at mitochondria in recharging itself for increasing activity level 
and/or mending malfunctioning [8].

Figure 1 shows the distribution of infrared energy in different 
categories. In this figure, the total amount of infrared energy is 
1. Subjects of Baseline, Fibromyalgia, and Hypertension were 
picked for examination.

In base line group, infrared energy is distributed into 10%
mitochondria recharging, 75% anti- inflammation, and 15%
Heat.

In Fibromyalgia group, the distribution is 18% in mitochondria 
recharging, 22% in anti- inflammation, and 60% Heat.

In Hypertension group, the distribution is 45% in mitochondria 
recharging, 35% in anti- inflammation, and 20% Heat.

The data in Figure 1, was obtained from a study of 20 
individuals. Out of the 20, 8 were baseline (normal), 5 had 
Fibromyalgia or rheumatoid arthritis, and 7 had high blood 
pressure. The participants were asked to rate (from a scale of 1 
to 10) their energy level, inflammatory response (occurrences of 
headaches), and the heat they experienced. The fewer the 
headaches, the larger the number is. They gave their ratings 
before and after exercise.

Each subject was cycling under the exposure of infrared light for 
15 minutes.

The data in Figure 1, suggests that a combination of infrared 
energy and exercise may help or hurt one’s ailment [9]. It is best 
for an individual with a certain ailment to study the energy 
distribution prior to implementing such a regimen.

Because the combination of infrared energy and exercise can 
produce a significant amount of heat in some individuals, a way 
to help individuals to reduce the heat buildup is through the 
application of clinical aromatherapy.

Figure 1: Distribution of infrared energy for subjects before 
the application of aromatherapy. Note:(  )Mitochondrial 
recharging;(    );Anti-inflammatory Response;(      )Heat.

Figure 2: Application of clinical aromatherapy to infrared 
energy (hot cycling) setting.
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The author advised this individual to apply a ketone rich nano 
lotion (with peppermint cream, eucalyptus, rosemary, and 
lavender) on the area with pain. After several exercise sessions, 
this individual reported normal face color, reduced pain, 
increased mobility, higher energy level, absence of rapid 
heartbeat, and no shortness of breath. No other aromatherapy 
product was used.

CONCLUSION
The hypothesis states that mitochondrial recharging leads to 
improved anti-inflammation response and reduced heat 
generation of human body. A case study involving an individual 
using clinical aromatherapy appears to confirm this hypothesis. 
The introduction of infrared sauna setting for exercises appear to 
gain popularity. However, the actual efficacy and safety of such 
exercise environment requires more study.
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